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國立臺灣藝術大學 105學年度日間學士班暨進修學士班轉學生考試試題       

科目：英  文 

說明： 
   一、本試題紙上請勿作答。 

  二、本試題紙應與試卷一併繳回。   

 

I. Vocabulary 詞彙測驗 (30%): 1-15 題，請選出正確的詞彙。 

(1) The __________ of knowledge in any field requires time and devotion. 

(A) acquisition (B) acquaintance (C) organization (D) representation  

(2) Taking time to talk to each other every day has deepened the __________ between my mother and me.  

(A) intake (B) entrepreneur (C) intimacy (D) intermarriage  

(3) When it comes to environmental protection, __________ farming is always preferred to conventional farming. 

(A) healthful (B) organic (C) healthy (D) heaped 

(4) This movie __________ the difficulties people experienced during World War II and shows the cruelty of war. 

(A) poses (B) portrays (C) posits (D) positions  

(5) I was so shocked when my daughter asked me a __________ question about all of the love and hatred in the world. 

It dawned on me that she is no longer a child. 

(A) profound (B) keen (C) hearty (D) steadfast  

(6) This weekend, we'll have a family gathering in order to meet with our __________ son-in-law to talk with him about 

the details of the upcoming wedding ceremony. 

(A) prudently (B) sagely (C) prospective (D) canny 

(7) The singer was extremely __________ to talk about his personal affairs in public. Thus, he simply answered that he 

had no comment to all the questions that the media asked. 

(A) reluctant (B) gentle (C) merciful (D) composite  

(8) Karl made some minor __________ to his essay before submitting it to the teacher. 

(A) extracts (B) recommendations (C) accreditations (D) revisions 

(9) Janice and her sister are worlds apart. Janice is always rational and calm whereas her sister is very __________ and 

emotional. 

(A) lucid (B) noticeable (C) respectful (D) sentimental  

(10)It was rather clever of Andy to __________ express his views about the controversial political issues in public. 

(A) subtly (B) intriguingly (C) stimulatingly (D) provokingly  

(11)I saw a __________ smile on Gina's face; her boss must have given her a pay raise. 

(A) passable (B) sufficient (C) competent (D) triumphant  

(12)The conflict between these two parties remains unsolved, for both sides have refused to make any __________. 

(A) compressions (B) concessions (C) congregations (D) consignations   

(13)The __________ of the hit-and-run driver will begin next week. In the meantime, he has been managing to settle out 

of court with the victims. 

(A) accumulation (B) aggregation (C) prosecution (D) assemblage  

(14)Rumors can __________ quickly via Facebook. 

(A) dispute (B) distribute (C) disperse (D) discreet  

(15)The sound of __________ could be heard coming from the girls’ room. They must have been talking about 

something amusing. 

(A) bibs (B) sips (C) goggles (D) giggles  

 

II. Grammar 文法測驗 (20%): 16-25 題，請選出正確的答案。 

(16)Helen brought her cell phone with her into the bathroom ________ she miss any phone call.  

(A) lest (B) where (C) so that (D) what if 
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(17)There are many problems __________ for our help and many people who could profit from our efforts. 

(A) wait (B) to wait (C) waited (D) waiting 

(18)There is a popular notion __________ good educational background     guarantees great salary and rapid 

promotion.  

(A) what (B) which (C) that (D) of which 

(19)I recognized Miss Li at once, for I __________ her several times before. 

(A) have seen (B) had seen (C) see (D) should have seen 

(20)Nothing can replace the contributions to be made by working directly with individuals __________ problems are 

immediately and elemental. 

(A) that (B) which (C) their (D) whose 

(21)__________ else you may do, remember not to push yourself too much. 

   (A) Whenever (B) Whatever (C) Whoever (D) Wherever 

(22)If it __________ for water, noting could live. 

(A) had no (B) is not (C) were not (D) has not  

(23)I don't want to read the novel, nor __________ want to see the film adaptation of it. 

   (A) do I (B) don't I (C) I do (D) I don't 

(24)He found __________ difficult to support his family. 

(A) this (B) it (C) that (D) such  

(25)Peter did __________ say goodbye when he left. 

(A) not as well as (B) not so much as (C) even not (D) ever not  

 

III. Reading Comprehension 閱讀測驗 (10%): 26-30 題，請根據文意選出正確的答案。 

Linda Pastan─Poet of the Little Things in Life 

Linda Pastan, born in New York in 1932, started writing poetry in school. Many of her poems have won national awards. 

She is famous for writing short poems about everyday experiences, which often reveal a deeper significance in many 

ordinary events. An example is the flapping hair of a young daughter riding away on a bicycle, in "To a Daughter Leaving 

Home." It looks like a handkerchief waving good-bye to the parent who is watching. This touching image itself becomes 

part of foreseeing the daughter's unavoidable departure from home. 

 Another remarkable poem "Petit Dejeuner" (which is French for "breakfast") captures the heart of Pastan's art. It has 

only eleven short lines, with the last two being just one word each. However, it is rich in subtle meanings. The narrator 

respects the French custom of eating croissants for breakfast. These bread rolls have hook-like ends, which become the 

central image in the poem. Just as fishhooks with food on them are used to catch fish, these croissant "hooks" are used 

every morning to "trick" people eating breakfast in France to come "back to the world." They are "hooks" on which 

"people can be pulled into morning," like fish on a line. 

 From the light, slightly humorous description of French breakfast habits, the first impression one might get is that 

the poem simply celebrates "the little things in life" that keep people going. Nevertheless, this poem has unexpected 

depths. The word "trick" suggests that those who eat croissants might be mistaken to feel so comfortable. Fish are caught 

on hooks, but their fate is to be killed. Yet, on the other hand, the French are "wily"─smart and cunning─so maybe they 

are consciously keeping up the illusion of having a meaningful life. Therefore, reflecting on the poem's imagery can 

reveal considerable metaphorical complexity. 

 Many readers might regard Pastan's poetic art similarly. The common language, universal situations, and 

unforgettable, haunting images from daily life provide a powerful realism, which is Pastan's hook that pulls them into her 

poetic world time after time.  

(26) The article is mainly about _______. 

(A) a poet and her writing style 

(B)a poet's hometown and the tricks that she can do 

(C)a poet's encounter with French culture 

(D)a poet's achievements and awards 
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(27) In the poem "Petit Dejeuner," croissants are compared to a _______. 

(A) tree 

(B) fishhook 

(C) weapon 

(D) dream  

(28) According to the article, which of the following statements is true? 

   (A) In the poem "To a Daughter Leaving Home," the flapping hair of the daughter signifies her unavoidable 

departure from home. 

(B) The poem "Petit Dejeuner" reveals a lot of metaphorical simplicity. 

(C) Linda Pastan is famous for writing short poems about unusual        experiences. 

(D) Many believe that Linda Pastan's writing style shows rich diversity and uniqueness. 

(29) The author shows the deep significance in Pastan's seemingly simple   poems by _______. 

(A) comparing Pastan with other poets 

(B) introducing Pastan's biography 

(C) describing Pastan's writing process 

(D) giving examples of Pastan's poems 

(30) The article is written in a(n) _______ tone. 

   (A) doubtful   

   (B) appreciative   

   (C) hostile    

   (D) critical 

 

IV. Writing 英文作文 (40%)： 

請以 A Famous Person I Would Like to Invite to My School 為題，撰寫一篇英文作文，評分標準包含內容、結構、

文法、修辭、標點與拼字等。 


